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More Pro-abortion Domestic Terror Coming—Investigator Believes DOJ Is Either Afraid or Involved   
 

Pro-life strategist warns, Monday, February 20, that more organized, pro-abortion domestic terror can be 

expected ahead of a federal court ruling potentially overturning FDA approval of the chemical abortion pill. 

Private investigators says that pro-abortion terrorist group, Jane’s Revenge, is linked to Antifa. After the leak of 

the Dobbs case reversing Roe, Antifa recruited disaffected abortion rights advocates to attack Christian, pro-life 

entities. This recruitment tactic is recognized by former FBI Counter-terrorism Director Terry Turchie. 

Subsequent to the first firebombing, the pro-abortion Antifa terrorists said, “…we will issue no further 

warnings,” promising to escalate attacks from firebombing of pregnancy centers, saying, “…tomorrow it might 

be your cars, your homes, or even your lives.”  
 

Pro-life strategist and CEO of CompassCare, a firebombed pro-life medical network, is concerned that the 

February 18th murder of universally beloved LA Catholic Bishop, whose diocese was also the target of an 

Antifa-linked firebombing in 2020, may be a sign of Antifa’s promised escalation of violence. This in 

association with an undetonated pipe bomb behind a Philadelphia Catholic church a day later, an anticipated 

federal court ruling, and Jane’s Revenge’s promises—to “adopt increasingly extreme tactics…”—should be 

deeply concerning to the Department of Justice (DOJ). 
 

After only a few weeks of intense nationwide private investigation on behalf of CompassCare and the Thomas 

More Society, Investigator Scott Wheeler’s team caught up with the FBI even without access to CompassCare’s 

video of the attack. Mr. Wheeler has extensive military counter-terrorism experience identifying and 

neutralizing terrorists. He believes local police may have succumbed to pressure from the FBI to slow walk the 

investigation as have other local police departments in similar cases. His reason is that the pro-abortion 

terrorists are directly connected to a multi-national militant Marxist Antifa revolution.  
 

Antifa is an international communist insurgency movement with origins in the Russian Communist Revolution 

during the 1920s. The name Antifa is a shortened form of anti-fascism. But the group uses the Marxist/Leninist 

definition of fascism as simply capitalism. Antifa’s 100-year-long goal is to destroy the current nation-state 

social and political system, paving the way for global communism. Jane’s Revenge has embraced Antifa’s 

mission, saying, “We fight not just for abortion rights, but for trans liberation… and [the destruction of] 

capitalism, and the uprooting of the entire global civilization.” 
 

Wheeler observes Antifa actions via pro-abortion terrorists group Jane’s Revenge appear to be organized and 

coordinated in flat, decentralized patterns adopted by al-Qaeda known as 4th Generation Warfare, asserting in a 

recent Communique, “We are forced to adopt the minimum military requirement for a political struggle.” This 

is similar to what a former Pentagon irregular warfare expert, Rich Higgins, said of the group’s escalating riot 

activity in 2020.  
 

The DOJ and Department of Homeland Security have issued no warnings of a heightened threat. Rev. Harden 

says, “Given that a federal court ruling outlawing chemical abortion could have greater implications on the 

abortion industry than even the reversal of Roe v Wade, efforts should be made to protect Judge Matthew 

Kacsmaryk as well as pro-life churches and pregnancy centers.” 
 

Wheeler believes the Antifa connection is why the DOJ is choosing not to make arrests of scores of known 

criminals linked to the pro-abortion violence targeting pro-life groups. Two reasons given for DOJ hesitancy 

are; 1) fear that arrests would spark additional attacks or 2) there are Antifa sympathizers within DOJ 

leadership. Andy Ngo, Antifa expert, holds, “Antifa has been operating relatively unimpeded by law 

enforcement in recent years despite its use of violence, and many analysts credit the movement’s support and 

sympathy from the liberal left of American political and media establishment.” 
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